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ABSTRACT

Cloud server systems such as Hadoop and Cassandra have enabled many real-world data-intensive applications running inside computing clouds. However, those systems present many data-corruption and performance problems which are notoriously difficult to debug due to the lack of diagnosis information. In this paper, we present DScope, a tool that statically detects data-corruption related software hang bugs in cloud server systems. DScope statically analyzes I/O operations and loops in a software package, and identifies loops whose exit conditions can be affected by I/O operations through returned data, returned error code, or I/O exception handling. After identifying those loops to hang problems under data corruption, DScope conducts loop bound and loop stride analysis to prune out false positives. We have implemented DScope and evaluated it using 9 common cloud server systems. Our results show that DScope can detect 42 real software hang bugs including 29 newly discovered software hang bugs. In contrast, existing bug detection tools miss detecting most of those bugs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud server systems such as Hadoop and Cassandra [3, 4] have enabled many real-world data-intensive applications ranging from security attack detection to business intelligence. However, due to their inherent complexity, those cloud server systems present many performance challenges. Particularly, previous studies [23, 25] have shown that many tricky performance bugs in cloud server systems are caused by unexpected data corruptions which are more likely to be overlooked by the developer. For example, in May 2017, a data corruption bug triggered in a data center failover operation brought down the British Airway service for hours [2].

Performance bugs are notoriously difficult to debug because they typically produce little useful debugging information. The problem exacerbates in cloud server systems since the developer typically does not have the access to the original input data that triggered the performance bug or the large scale infrastructure

Figure 1: A real-world data corruption hang bug from HDFS.

A corrupted file associated with the lease path `p` makes the `internalReleaseLease` function fail for recovering the lease for `f`. When this failure happens, `p` is not removed from `sortedLeases` (skip updating loop index), LeaseManager keeps recovering lease for the file `f` endlessly.
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1 We use performance bugs to broadly refer to all non-functional bugs, which could cause slowdown or system unavailability.
to replay the failed production run. Although previous work has extensively studied data corruptions (e.g., [11, 15, 23, 28, 44]) and performance bugs (e.g., [17, 26, 31, 40]), little research has been done to study the intersection between the two, that is, the performance problems caused by data corruptions. Particularly, our work focuses on detecting software hang bugs that are triggered by data corruptions in cloud server systems. Software hang bugs make the system become unavailable to either part of or all of the users, which is one of the most severe performance problems production systems try to avoid [17–19, 29].

1.1 A Motivating Example

To better understand how real-world data corruption hang bugs happen, we use a known HDFS-4882 bug as one example shown by Figure 1. This hang bug happens when the improper handling of a corrupted file causes the loop to skip updating its loop index. In HDFS, when a client’s leases get expired, the lease recovery is triggered by the LeaseManager on the NameNode. The LeaseManager sends a lease recovery request for each lease in the sortedLeases set to the FSNamesystem via a RPC call (line #412-413). If a lease is successfully recovered (e.g., released or renewed) (line #412-416), or an IOException happens during the lease recovery (line #420-423), the lease path p is removed from the sortedLeases. The LeaseManager keeps recovering and removing the leases until the sortedLeases set is empty (line #395). However, the FSNamesystem only considers the case where the last block is corrupted if data corruption happens in a file. Thus, when the second-to-last block of a file f (i.e., an INode) is corrupted but the processing state of the last block of f is complete, the FSNamesystem improperly handles this case and returns false by mistake (line #412). This bug occurs when the HDFS client finished writing the second-to-last block, starts to write the last block and part of the DataNodes experience a shut-down failure. To resume the process, the NameNode marks the second-to-last block as committed, unblocks the HDFS client from writing the last block, and marks the last block as complete [1]. As a result, the lease path p is not removed from the sortedLeases, and the LeaseManager keeps invoking the lease recovery for the same lease endlessly.

1.2 Our Contribution

This paper presents DScope, an automated corruption-hang bug detection tool for server systems commonly used in computing clouds. DScope is a static analysis tool — it can detect data-corruption related hang bugs without running the target system and it requires no system-specific knowledge. To achieve both high coverage and low false positives, DScope first uses static control flow and data flow analysis to identify loops whose exit conditions may be affected by external data (i.e., I/O operations), and then conducts loop bound and loop stride analysis to filter out loops which are guaranteed not to have hang problems. To support such analysis, DScope models Java data-related APIs which are commonly used in cloud server systems.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We present a hang-bug detection scheme that identifies potential infinite loops caused by data corruptions in cloud server systems.
- We describe a false-positive pruning technique that identifies always-exit loops through loop stride and bound analysis. Different from generic loop analysis, our analysis focuses on a wide variety of Java I/O APIs widely used in cloud systems, and helps greatly improve the accuracy of our data-corruption hang-bug detection.
- We categorize real-world data-corruption hang bugs into four common types based on DScope detection results. This categorization will help future work on avoiding, detecting, and preventing data-corruption hang bugs.

We have implemented DScope and evaluated it using 9 commonly used cloud server systems (e.g., Cassandra, HDFS, MapReduce, Hive, etc). DScope reports 42 true data corruption hang bugs, with 29 of them are newly discovered bugs. We also applied two state of the art static bug detectors, Findbugs [7] and Infer [6], to the same set of systems. They detect very few corruption hang bugs (2 for Findbugs and 1 for Infer), indicating the need for a dedicated corruption hang bug detector like DScope.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 describes the design of the DScope system. §3 presents the types of the data corruption hang bugs. §4 shows the experimental evaluation. §5 discusses the future work. §6 compares our work with related work. Finally, the paper concludes in §7.

2 SYSTEM DESIGN

This section first provides an overview of DScope (§2.1). It then presents the detailed designs of how to discover corruption-hang bug candidates (§2.2) and how to prune false positives (§2.3).

2.1 Approach Overview

DScope focuses on detecting software hang bugs caused by potential data corruptions in cloud server systems. Our bug detection scheme consists of two major steps: 1) discovering all candidate data corruption hang bugs that aims at maximizing detection coverage; and 2) filtering out false positive detections by identifying code patterns that assure the program will not hang under any circumstance.

Since many software hang problems are caused by infinite loop bugs [19, 29], our work focuses on detecting possible infinite loops caused by data corruptions in cloud server systems written in Java. To detect those loop bugs, DScope leverages the Soot compiler framework [8] to compile application bytecode into intermediate representation (IR) code (i.e., Soot Jimple) and perform static analysis over the IR code in three steps: 1) loop path extraction, 2) I/O depdent loop identification, and 3) loop stride and bound analysis.

Specifically, DScope first extracts different execution paths which start from the loop header and end at the loop header by traversing the control flow graph (CFG) of all loops. Next, DScope derives the exit conditions of each loop path and checks whether those exit conditions depend on any I/O operations. The rationale is that if the loop exit condition depends on an I/O operation, a data corruption (e.g., hardware failure [11, 12, 27, 30, 36, 39], software...
for (int j = 0; j < length; j++) {
  String rack = oneblock.racks[j];
}

for (int i = 0; i < length; i++) {
  String rack = oneblock.racks[i];
}

Figure 2: The example of a simple loop with the source code block and the corresponding CFG in the CombineFileInputFormat class in Hadoop v0.23.0.

fault [44]) can cause the loop exit condition to be never met and thus an infinite loop software hang bug.

After discovering candidate data corruption hang bugs, DScope performs false positive pattern filtering to improve the bug detection precision. The false positive filtering is based on the loop index, loop stride (i.e., the delta value applied to the loop index in each iteration) and loop bound analysis on every loop path. For example, if the loop stride is always positive when the loop bound is an upper bound (or if the loop stride is always negative when the loop bound is a lower bound), and if the loop bound is unchanged during each loop iteration and the loop exit conditions involve bound checking, we say that the detected hang bug is a false positive because the loop will always exit without causing a software hang.

2.2 Identify Bug Candidates

DScope discovers candidate corruption-hang bugs by 1) traversing the CFGs of all loops in application functions to derive their loop paths and 2) checking whether the exit conditions of those loop paths are I/O dependent.

Loop path extraction. For a simple loop, the execution path within one loop iteration, called a loop path, consists of all the statements that start from the loop header and end at the loop header. We can extract the loop path easily by traversing the CFG of the loop. For example, Figure 2 shows the source code and its CFG of a simple loop. DScope generates a loop path [549, 550, ..., 559, 560]. For a nested loop, the loop path consists of concatenations of the execution paths of both inner loops and outer loops. DScope extracts all loop paths using three steps. First, for the execution path, denoted as $P_{outer}$ whose tail is the outer loop header, we add the path into a path set called $P_{outer}$. Second, for the execution path $P_{outer}$ whose tail is a loop body statement, we infer this statement must be the header of an inner loop and extracts the inner loop execution path denoted as $P_{inner}$ from $P_{outer}$. Third, for each loop path in $S_{path}$, DScope first clones it and replaces any statement $s_i$ with $P_{inner}$ if $s_i$ is an inner loop header and the current loop path does not contain $P_{inner}$. This new concatenated loop path is then added to the path set $S_{path}$. DScope repeats the third step until there is no more new loop path generated. Figure 3 shows an example of nested loops. First, DScope extracts one loop path [549, 550, ..., 559, 549]. Second, DScope extracts [549, 550, ..., 559, 549] as an inner loop path. Third, DScope replaces 549 with [549, 550, ..., 559, 549] on [544, 549, 560, ..., 571, 544], to create a new loop path [544, ..., 549, 550, ..., 559, 549, 560, ..., 571, 544].

The third group of complicated loops involve exceptions. For those loops, some sub-paths become infeasible due to the exception handling, which should not be considered in our loop exit condition checking. For example, Figure 4 shows a while loop containing exception handling. The assignment statement at line #186 can throw an exception when the operation on the right hand side processes a null argument. As a result, the variable key is not updated and remains to be the default value which is null. So when the exception is triggered, the if statement (line #186) always returns true. Thus, all the statements in the else branch (line #188-206) are unreachable and any path consists of those statements are infeasible paths. In this example, DScope only generates the loop path as [120, 128, 129, 130, 139, 140, 141, 185, 186, 187, 207, 255, 256, 120].

It can be computationally expensive to traverse the CFG of the loops containing multiple exceptions because every statement in the try block has two branches (i.e., triggering or not triggering the exception) resulting in a large CFG. DScope addresses the problem by grouping all the statements based on the data they process. Specifically, DScope identifies all the statements which involve function invocations in the try blocks and groups them based on the arguments of those function invocations. Since DScope aims
at detecting data corruption hang bugs, we can assume all the statements in the same group throw exceptions when their arguments get corrupted. Suppose there are \( m \) statements in the try block. DScope divides all \( m \) statements into \( n \) groups and runs the loop path discovery algorithm \( 2^m \) times. Thus, DScope can reduce the loop path search space from \( 2^m \) to \( 2^n (n \ll m) \), which reduces DScope’s analysis time and resource requirements (e.g., avoiding analysis failures caused by OutOfMemoryException).

**I/O dependent loop identification.** To discover candidate data corruption hang bugs, DScope identifies those loops whose exit conditions depend on I/O operations, which are called I/O dependent loops. After extracting a loop path, DScope identifies all the loop exit instructions and derives the loop path’s exit conditions by performing a union over the exit conditions of all the branch statements. We consider a loop path is I/O dependent if any of its exit conditions depend on I/O operations. The rationale is that a data corruption can cause the corresponding I/O operations to return unexpected values or throw exceptions, making the loop never exit and thus software hang. DScope considers the operations performed on I/O classes via virtual invocations or on the I/O variables via instance invocations as I/O operations. The I/O classes include all classes and interfaces in java.io and java.nio packages and their subclasses and implementation classes. The instances of the I/O classes are called I/O variables. Additionally, DScope allows users to easily add application I/O classes in the configuration files to maximize detection coverage by identifying more application I/O dependent loops.

DScope checks whether the loop exit conditions directly depend on I/O operations by identifying the appearance of I/O classes in the exit checking statements. Figure 5 shows an example where the loop exit condition directly depends on the I/O operations. In this example, the variable \$l1 in the exit checking statement (line #199) is directly derived from a Java I/O class called InputStream.

DScope checks whether the loop exit conditions indirectly depend on I/O operations by performing data dependency analysis on all the statements of the corresponding application function. Specifically, DScope first identifies all the I/O related variables which are assigned with the return values of the I/O operations. Second, for each assignment statement of the application function that involves any I/O related variables on its right-hand-side, DScope iteratively labels the variable on the left-hand-side of the assignment statement as I/O related variables as well. After identifying all the I/O related variables, DScope checks whether the loop exit conditions are I/O dependent by identifying the appearance of I/O related variables in the exit checking statements. Figure 6 shows an example of indirectly I/O dependent loop exit condition. In this example, the loop exit checking involves \$l18 (line #3) and \$l5 (line #8) whose value is derived from \$r13 which is derived from a Java I/O operation InputStream.skip().

To further check whether the loop exit conditions depend on I/O operations conducted on complex I/O related variables (i.e., variables with composite types), DScope performs an integrated analysis by linking variable information from IR code, Java source code, and Java bytecode. DScope considers a variable with composite type as I/O related if any of the variable’s elements is I/O related. Note that, by checking only the IR code, DScope might miss identifying some complex variables as I/O related. For example, in Figure 7, by checking only the IR code, DScope cannot identify the variable \$r13 as an I/O related variable, thus all the operations conducted on \$r13 will not be considered as I/O operations. This is because \$r13 is of type HashMap and HashMap is not an I/O class. To identify complex I/O related variables, DScope needs to retrieve the full type information (i.e., class path) in the Java bytecode for a target variable in the IR code. However, there is no direct mapping from IR code to Java bytecode. So, DScope has to leverage the source code to establish the mapping from. Specifically, DScope first retrieves the source code line number from Soot via getLineNumber() API for each variable \$valIR in the IR code. DScope then analyzes the corresponding source code and extracts \$valIR’s name in the source code, denoted as valusrc. In Figure 7, DScope extracts that the variable \$r13 is defined at line #269 in the source code with name blockToNodes. Next, DScope

\[\text{// Soot IR}\]
\[198 \quad \$l1 = \text{r0.\text{\&InputStr eam}: \text{read}()}\{\text{r2}\} \quad // \$l1 \text{ is an I/O related variable} \]
\[199 \quad \text{if } \$l1 == -1 \quad \text{goto line } #203 \quad // \$l1 \text{ is the \text{exit condition}} \]

Figure 5: The example of the loop’s exit condition directly depends on I/O operations. It is in the IOUtils class of Compress v1.0.

\[\text{// Soot IR}\]
\[3 \quad \text{if } \$l1 == 10 \quad \text{goto line } #12 \quad // \$l1 \text{ is the \text{exit condition}} \]
\[5 \quad \$l12 = 10 - 18 \]
\[6 \quad \$l14 = \$t2 \text{.\text{\&InputStream}: \text{skip}()}\{\$l12\} \quad // \$l14 \text{ is an I/O \text{related variable}} \]
\[7 \quad \$b5 = \$t4 \text{.\text{cmp}()} \text{.} \quad // \$b5 \text{ is an I/O \text{related variable}} \]
\[8 \quad \text{if } \$b5 == 0 \quad \text{goto line } #12 \quad // \$b5 \text{ is the \text{exit condition}} \]
\[10 \quad \$l18 = \$l7 \]
\[11 \quad \text{goto line } #3 \]

Figure 6: The example of the loop’s exit condition indirectly depends on I/O operations. It is in the NonSyncDataInputBuffer class of Hive v2.3.2.

\[\text{// Java bytecode}\]
\[10 \quad \text{#r13 = new java.util.HashMap} \]
\[269 \quad \text{HashMap< OneBlockInfo , String[]> blockToNodes = new HashMap< OneBlockInfo , String[]>();} \]

Figure 7: The java.util.HashMap<K,V> example in the CombineFileInputFormat class in Hadoop v0.23.0.

\[\text{DScope mainly works on Soot IR code, except the integrated analysis in the I/O dependent loop identification module.}\]
Table 1: The 60 commonly used Java classes and interfaces which contain APIs related to the loop index, stride and bound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th># of classes or interfaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>java.io</td>
<td>DataInput family</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>File</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InputStream family</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reader family</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.nio</td>
<td>Buffer family</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>channels.Channel family</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.util</td>
<td>List, Queue, Set, Stack</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StringTokenizer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To improve DScope’s bug detection precision, we further develop false positive pattern filtering schemes by identifying those loops which will always exit without causing any software hang. Our false positive filtering is achieved by analyzing the loop stride and loop bounds. DScope prunes false positive candidates by checking whether 1) the loop stride is always positive when the loop has an upper bound or the loop stride is always negative when the loop has a lower bound; 2) the loop bound value is unchanged in every loop iteration; and 3) the loop exit conditions contain bound checking. Intuitively, any loops satisfying all those conditions will always exit without causing software hang, which should be pruned from DScope’s detection list.

DScope’s loop stride and bound analysis schemes consider two cases: a) the loop index, stride, and bounds are denoted by numeric primitives (e.g., integer); and b) the loop index, stride, and bounds are denoted by APIs in 60 commonly used Java classes and interfaces, shown in Table 1. Note that those Java classes and interfaces are not necessarily the I/O classes but appear frequently in the I/O dependent loops. Moreover, they do not include all the Java classes and interfaces which contain the loop related APIs. We plan to further extend our analysis to cover other Java classes in our future work, which can further improve our false positive filtering efficacy.

When the loop index, stride, and bounds are denoted by numeric primitives, DScope first extracts the loop index variable from the loop exit conditions. The loop index is a variable that appears in the loop exit conditions and is updated by another variable in an assignment statement via arithmetic operations (e.g., addition and subtraction). After identifying the loop index, the variable to which it compares in the exit conditions is the loop bound and the variable which is added to or subtracted from the loop index is the loop stride. DScope further checks whether the numeric stride is positive when the loop has an upper bound or negative when the loop has a lower bound. For example, in the expression “\( \text{index} = \text{index op stride} \)”, if the “op” is an addition operation, the loop stride is positive. In the expression “\( \text{index symbol bound} \)”, if the “symbol” is \( \leq \) or \( < \), the loop has an upper bound. Finally, DScope examines all the loop paths and checks whether the bound is unchanged within every loop path. Based on all the extracted information, DScope can make decision whether a discovered loop bug is a false positive.

When the loop index, stride, and bounds are denoted by multiple numeric primitives or the numeric primitives outside the current application function where the loop resides, DScope performs intra-procedure data flow analysis on all the statements of the corresponding application class to achieve accurate false positive filtering. For example, Figure 8 shows a loop with multiple strides in the OffHeapBitSet class in Cassandra. The variable \( i1 \) is the loop index while the variable \( i0 \) is the upper bound. The loop index \( i1 \) is updated multiple times from line #130 to line #137. DScope recursively applies all the assignments from line #130 to line #137 to get \( i1 = i1 + 8 \), and extracts the aggregated stride (i.e., 8). Figure 9 shows an example where the stride variable \$i9\) is updated multiple times from line #130 to line #137.
Table 2: The APIs that are related to loop stride and bound update in 60 commonly used Java classes and interfaces. “*”: a set of APIs perform similar operations; and “.”: does not contain the corresponding type APIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>The type and name of APIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>forward index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>create*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InputStream &amp; Reader family</td>
<td>read*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataInputStream family</td>
<td>read*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer family</td>
<td>position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel family</td>
<td>read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List &amp; Set</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterator &amp; Enumeration</td>
<td>next</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StringTokenizer</td>
<td>next</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The loop resides in the function `total()` while `STEP_LENGTH` is a static variable defined in the class initializer. DScope performs data flow analysis to extract the value of `STEP_LENGTH` from the class initializer and then checks whether the stride is positive because the loop index has an upper bound.

We now describe how to perform false positive filtering when the loop index, stride and bounds are denoted by the APIs in 60 commonly used Java classes and interfaces, listed in Table 1.

We classify those APIs into five categories, shown by Table 2: 1) the APIs which move the index forward when the Java class/interface has an upper bound; 2) the APIs which move the index backward when the Java class/interface has a lower bound; 3) the APIs which reset the index; 4) the APIs which check bounds; and 5) the APIs which update bounds. The APIs’ names ending with “*” denote those APIs which perform similar operations and share the same prefix in their names. For example, in the `InputStream` family, there are `read()` and `readLine()` functions which both perform read operations on the corresponding `InputStream`.

DScope first extracts all the invoked APIs for each of the 60 Java classes and interfaces in the loop paths, and then prunes false positive candidates by checking whether 1) the “forward index” APIs or the “reverse index” APIs are invoked; 2) the “reset index” APIs and “update bounds” APIs are not invoked; and 3) the “check bounds” APIs are invoked in the exit conditions. Note that, DScope cannot prune the case where both the “forward index” APIs and the “reverse index” APIs are invoked in the loop paths because the loop stride cannot be guaranteed to be always positive or negative.

The APIs in the five categories do not necessarily change the loop index or bounds. Those APIs’ arguments should also be considered when DScope performs the false positive filtering. For example, `ByteBuffer.contains()` returns `true` if the character `c` is a member of the set `counts`, which means the loop paths do not invoke any Java APIs in Table 2, DScope should be able to detect this bug after adding inter-procedural analysis, which is however beyond the scope of this work.

Figure 10: The code snippet of the HDFS-5438 Bug. When the `ExtendedBlock last` is corrupted, the `fileComplete` variable is never set to true, causing an infinite loop in `DFSOutputStream`.

```java
// DFSOutputStream.java
private void completeFile(ExtendedBlock last) {
    boolean fileComplete = false;
    while (!fileComplete) {
        fileComplete = dfsClient.namnode.complete(src, dfsClient.clientName, last);
        ...}
```

This bug is caused by a corrupted block, i.e., last. The `ExtendedBlock last` is corrupted, the `fileComplete` variable is never set to true, causing an infinite loop in `DFSOutputStream`.

To achieve accurate pruning, DScope first annotates all the commonly used Java APIs with the attribute `change-positive`, `change-negative` or `change-possible`. The positive APIs can change the loop index (or bounds). The negative APIs cannot change either one.

The possible APIs can possibly change the loop index (or bounds). For positive APIs, DScope’s pruning steps are the same. For negative APIs, DScope performs intra-procedural data flow analysis on their parameters to decide whether these APIs change loop index/bounds or not.

DScope’s false positive filtering only considers the commonly used Java APIs. If the loop index, stride or bounds are only related to specific application functions, which means the loop paths do not invoke any Java APIs in Table 2, DScope skips analyzing the loop and simply considers it as a false positive — this design decision may introduce false negatives, but greatly help the efficiency and accuracy of DScope.

One false negative example is the HDFS-5438 bug, shown by Figure 10. This hang bug is caused by a corrupted block, i.e., last. The `DFSOutputStream` keeps polling `NameNode` to check the completeness of the committing block operation (line 1669). When the `ExtendedBlock last` is corrupted, `NameNode` fails to commit it to the disk but returns false instead. This results in an infinite loop (line 1668-1669) causing a software hang in `DFSOutputStream`. DScope prunes this case because the loop paths do not invoke any Java APIs in Table 2. In fact, the loop path only invokes a specific application function, i.e., `complete()`. DScope should be able to detect this bug after adding inter-procedural analysis, which is however beyond the scope of this work.
This section summarizes common types of corruption-hang bugs based on the detection results of DScope (the details of all the bugs detected by DScope will be presented in §4). Although DScope design was not affected by these types, this categorization can help future work on avoiding, detecting, and fixing corruption-hang bugs, and help developers better understand the impact of data corruption and corruption-hang bugs.

Our categorization is along two dimensions:

- What is the cause — is it specific error code returned by data operations (Type 1), or specific corrupted data content (Type 2), or specific exception thrown by data operations (Type 3, Type 4)?
- How did the cause lead to an infinite loop — is it through a direct data assignment (Type 1) or control-flow change (Type 3), or indirect data and control flow (Type 2, Type 4)?

Type 1: Error codes returned by I/O operations directly affect loop strides. For this type, the loop stride is directly assigned with a return value of an I/O operation. An infinite loop occurs when an unexpected error code is returned due to underlying data corruption. For example, as shown by Figure 11, when the log file (InputStream in at line #183) is corrupted due to bad encoding (Yarn-2724) or corruption propagation (Yarn-7179), the InputStream in becomes null. The skip() function returns 0 instead of the EOF indicator -1 (line #185). The return value ret is then used as the stride at line #189, which makes 1en never get updated but always stay larger than the lower bound (len > 0). As a result, the skipFully() function causes the system to hang by spinning in the loop forever. Variations of this hang bug type include the cases where the stride is always negative when the loop exit condition contains an upper bound or the stride is always positive when the loop exit condition contains a lower bound.

Type 2: Corrupted data content indirectly affects loop strides. This type of bugs occur when a specific piece of data is corrupted to certain unexpected values. Those values will then affect loop strides through data and/or control flow propagation and lead to infinite loops. For example, as shown by Figure 12, when a configuration file (conf at line #190) is corrupted, the variable BUFFER_SIZE read from conf becomes 0. Calling read() function on a zero-size byte array at line #87 causes the loop stride to be zero and zero is then returned, which makes the loop’s exit condition (size < 0) never be satisfied.

Figure 13 shows an example when the loop stride is indirectly impacted by the corrupted data content which involves multiple I/O related variables. The blockToNodes and rackToBlock are two maps which store different metadata information about every data block. If everything works correctly, these two maps should contain information about exactly the same set of blocks (i.e., every record in the blocks on line #544). However, if a block (oneblock at line #549) is corrupted and its racks._length becomes 0, this block will still be inserted into blockToNodes at line #545, but not
be put into the rackToBlocks map with line #554 skipped. This would eventually cause the while loop on line #348 to hang. The reason is that this while loop keeps iterating until every block in blockToNodes is removed. Unfortunately, since only blocks that also exist in rackToBlocks map can be removed (line #369 – #371), the corrupted block will never be removed from blockToNodes and cause an infinite loop.

Type 3: Improper exception handling directly affects loop strides. Sometimes, a data-related operation itself is expected to update the loop stride. When this operation throws an exception, an improper exception handling may give up the operation, together with the associated stride updates, causing infinite loops. For example, the Cassandra-9881 bug matches this type, shown by Figure 15. The ShellCommandExecutor.execute() function is expected to create a pidFile, whose existence will help a while loop (line #89) to exit. When the disk is full, ShellCommandExecutor.execute() throws an exception at line #74. This exception is simply logged. Consequently, without the creation of pidFile, the while loop at line #89 never exits.

Type 4: Improper exception handling indirectly affects loop strides. For this type of bugs, the stride-update operation itself did not raise any exceptions. However, an exception handling of another operation, a data-related operation, changes the control flow and causes the stride update to be skipped. For example, the Cassandra-9881 bug matches this type, shown by Figure 15. When the dataFile (RandomAccessReader at line #131) is corrupted, the decorateKey() function cannot recognize it, thus throws an exception without assigning key to line #130 (i.e., key == null), or executing dataFile.readLong() at line #134. But this exception is simply ignored because it’s not fatal at line #140. When the key is null, the scrub() function throws an IOException (line #187), catches it (line #207), and ignores it because it’s not a fatal error (line #208). Without moving the index (i.e., zero-stride) by calling dataFile.readLong() at line #134, the scrub() function keeps reading from the same place, looping forever.

Discussion Theoretically, other types of corruption-hang bugs could exist, like corruption affecting loop bounds, instead of loop strides, or corrupted data content directly, instead of indirectly, affects loop strides. DScope bug detection algorithm can detect those types of bugs too. However, we did not observe them in the real-world bugs that we have encountered.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we present our experimental evaluations on DScope. We first describe our evaluation methodology and then discuss our evaluation results in detail.
4.1 Evaluation Methodology

DScope is implemented on top of Soot v2.5.0 [8], a Java bytecode analysis infrastructure, with the latest Coffi library [43], written in Java language with about 18,000 lines of code. Our experimental evaluation covers a wide range of popular cloud server systems listed in Table 3: Cassandra is a distributed key-value store; Hadoop provides libraries for I/O operations on compressed files; Hadoop common provides utilities and libraries for all Hadoop projects; Hadoop MapReduce is a big data processing platform; HDFS is a distributed file system; Hadoop Yarn is a distributed resource management service; Hive is a data warehouse; Kafka is a distributed streaming system; and Lucene is a data indexing and searching server. We try to cover as many cloud server systems as possible to show that data corruption hang bugs are widespread in the real world.

All the experiments were conducted in our lab machine with an Intel® Xeon® E5-1630 Octa-core 3.7GHz CPU, 16GB memory, running 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 with kernel v4.13.0. Our evaluation considers both coverage (i.e., true positives) and precision (i.e., false positives) of data corruption hang bug detection. We also compare DScope with two state-of-the-art static bug detection tools, Findbugs (v3.0.1) [7] and Infer (v0.9.2) [6]. For all the hang bugs reported by DScope, we first manually validate them by checking whether we can reproduce the software hang symptom after injecting data corruption into the corresponding data. We first check DScope’s analysis results to identify which faulty I/O operations affect the loop strides. We then inject the faults (e.g., corrupted data content, corrupted configuration files, disk exhaustion) into the corresponding I/O operations. If the software hang does happen, we mark the bug as a true positive. Otherwise, we consider it as a false positive. For all the true positives, we then search the bug repository (i.e., JIRA [5]) to see whether they are already reported. If they are, we mark them as the existing data corruption hang bugs. Otherwise, we report them in the bug repository and mark them as newly discovered data corruption hang bugs.

We then use the true positives detected by DScope as the benchmark to evaluate the detection efficacy of Findbugs and Infer. For these two tools, if they report at least one line of the code related to a data corruption hang bug (e.g., a line of the data corruption loop body or a line contains a variable which is then used in the loop), we consider the reported issue as a true positive. We omit the false positives of Findbugs and Infer in our evaluation because these two generic bug detection tools can report hundreds or thousands of suspicious issues. For example, Findbugs and Infer reports 5,434 and 13,993 issues in Hive v2.3.2, respectively. It is extremely time-consuming to validate all of their detection results manually. It is also wrong to label all the issues identified by Findbugs or Infer but not DScope as false positives since some of those issues are true bugs although they are not related to data corruption hang bugs.

4.2 Bug Detection and Precision Results

Table 4 and 5 show the detection results achieved by different schemes. DScope reports 79 data corruption hang bugs, with 42 of them being true bugs, and 29 out of the 42 bugs are newly discovered bugs. Note that, we ran DScope on the target cloud server systems and identified those 42 bugs. But it does not mean that those 42 bugs include all the data corruption bugs in those systems. There are some other types of data corruption hang bugs that we cannot identify. For example, data corruption causes the recursive functions never end, making system hang. However, it is out of the scope of this paper, which is part of our future work.

In contrast, existing generic bug detection tools cannot detect most of those 42 data corruption hang bugs. Findbugs only identifies the HDFS-5892 and Yarn-163 bugs while Infer only identifies the Cassandra-9881 bug. Those results are expected because no previous static analysis tools, including Findbugs and Infer, have targeted data corruption hang bugs. Findbugs targets bugs that follow specific anti-patterns in Java programs, such as “private method is never called”, “method concatenates strings using + in a loop”, and “unchecked type in generic call”, none of which are related to data corruption hang bugs detected by DScope. Note that, Findbugs does contain one specific anti-pattern called “an apparent infinite loop” which is related to data corruption hang bugs. However, Findbugs only reports two suspicious issues on the target cloud server systems and both issues involve a while(true) type loop. After further inspection, these two loops can exit eventually due to timeouts. Infer mostly focuses on memory and resource leak bugs, and hence cannot detect most corruption-hang bugs shown in Table 5.

Findbugs identifies the HDFS-5892 bug, as it discovers getFinalizedDir() can be “null” in the loop body. This bug happens when corrupted data content indirectly affects the loop stride (i.e, the getFinalizedDir().length becomes 0). Indeed, the getFinalizedDir() function is called during the loop’s execution, but it is not the root cause of this data corruption hang bug. Findbugs identifies the Yarn-163 bug, as it discovers that encoding the InputStreamReader reader to a FileReader can corrupt the reader, which
is related to the data corruption hang bugs — performing skip operations on a corrupted File Reader can cause the skip function to return error code (i.e., 0).

Infer identifies the Cassandra-9881 bug, as it discovers that the `scrub()` function in the Scrubber class could invoke a `throwIfCommutative()` function at line #248 with null parameter, shown by Figure 16. As we discussed in §3, when data corruption happens, key fails to be assigned to new values and sticks with the default value, “null”. This makes the `scrub()` function skip updating the index, causing an infinite loop. Indeed, the `throwIfCommutative()` function is called during the loop’s execution, but it is not the root cause of this data corruption hang bug. In fact, it does not break the loop to prevent `scrub()` from hanging. This is because the `isCommutative` variable is false, which makes the if branch at line #239 unreachable. Thus, even with a null parameter, the `throwIfCommutative()` can still execute successfully at line #248.

Table 5 also shows the types of the detected data corruption hang bugs. As we can see, “Type 1” and “Type 2” cover most of the detected bugs — 16 and 22 bugs respectively. This indicates that most of the data corruption hang bugs happen when the data corruption causes the error code returned by I/O operations to directly impact the loop stride or corrupted data content indirectly impacts the loop stride.

To understand how DScope does not prune all the false positives, we manually study those 37 false positives in Table 4. We find...
most of cases require inter-procedural analysis to identify. We will discuss it in §5.

As shown in Table 6, DScope prunes 28,857 false positives in total, including 17,168 cases where the loop index, stride and bounds are denoted by numeric primitives, and 11,689 cases where the loop index, stride and bounds are denoted by commonly used Java APIs.

We should note that, we do not intend to claim that DScope can replace those generic bug detection tools such as Findbugs and Infer. We believe our bug detection schemes are complementary to those existing tools and could be used in combination by the software developer.

5 DISCUSSION

We observe that in most of the 37 false positive cases, the forwarding-index/reversing-index Java APIs and the checking-bounds Java APIs are located in different application functions. These APIs are directly invoked in the application functions which are invoked in the loop paths. To further reduce false positives, we plan to conduct inter-procedural analysis on all the bug candidates to generate the loop paths where the loop index, stride, and bounds are denoted by either numeric primitives or Java APIs. We then adopt DScope’s false positive pruning principles to prune the false positives without missing true positives.

DScope focuses on detecting data-corruption hang bugs. We plan to explore auto-fix schemes to correct those bugs based on their types, as described in §3. For example, when the error code returned by the I/O operations directly affects the loop strides, one possible fix is to add extra error code checking statements in the loop exit conditions to avoid the software hang. If the corrupted data content indirectly affects loop strides, one possible fix could be adding additional check over the data content before it is used in the loop body. When the improper exception handling causes the loop stride update to be skipped, one possible fix is to add additional exception handling to properly update the stride when data corruption occurs.

6 RELATED WORK

Data corruption study and detection: Previous work has been extensively studied the data corruption problems in storage systems. Hwang et al. [27] and Schroeder et al. [39] studied the data corruptions in memory devices. They found that DRAM failures occur more frequently than expected. Bairavasundaram et al. [11, 12] and Oleksenko et al. [36] detected the data pointer corruptions on disks. They showed that disk failures are prevalent for data corruptions. Previous works have also been done to detect data corruptions in file systems. ZFS [14] detected file system corruption caused by storage hardware, e.g., latent sector errors. Fryer et al. [22, 41] implemented runtime data corruption detectors for the Ext3 and Btrfs file systems.

The above work provides motivations for us to study data corruption induced performance problems. Our work focuses on detecting data corruption hang bugs in software-level rather than detecting the data corruption itself (hardware-level).

Performance bug detection and diagnosis: Much work has been done to detect and diagnose performance bugs in large scale systems. X-ray [9] uses symbolic execution to automatically identify and suggest fixes to performance bugs caused by configuration or input-based problems. Xu et al. [47] presented a clustering-based scheme to detect system anomalies. Jin et al. [29] employed rule-based methods to detect performance bugs that violate known efficiency rules. Caramel [33] statically detects inefficient loops that can be fixed by adding conditional-breaks. LDoctor [40] provides statistical diagnosis for inefficient loops. Jolt [16] dynamically detects infinite loops by checking each loop iteration’s runtime state. Tools also exist to detect inefficient nested loops [34] and workload-dependent loops [46].

In comparison, our work focuses on detecting data corruption induced software hang problems before they are triggered in the production system. We adopt a pattern-driven approach instead of rule-based or anomaly detection approaches to achieving both high coverage and precision for our targeted data corruption hang bugs.

Previous work Carburizer [30] statically analyzes device driver code and identifies infinite driver-polling problems. That is, a driver may wait for a device to enter a given state by polling a device register. Once the register data is corrupted, a buggy driver may be stuck forever. DScope and Carburizer both statically analyze loops and loop-exit conditions. However, they face different design challenges due to the different types of bugs they target. DScope targets cloud systems written in Java, instead of low-level device drivers, and hence needs to handle a much broader set of I/O functions and I/O related data (e.g., not only data retrieved by I/O operations but also status returned by I/O operations), and more complicated control flows caused by Java exceptions. Carburizer false-positive pruning only involves identifying loop time-outs. However, DScope has to conduct sophisticated loop stride and bound analysis in its false-positive pruning. Finally, as indicated in §3, the type of corruption-hang bugs identified by DScope in cloud systems go much beyond simple I/O-state infinite polling problems, where the device register content often directly updates the loop stride.

Fault injection: Previous work [13, 24, 42] used fault injection techniques to analyze the failure behaviors (e.g., hang, crash) of both software and hardware systems. For example, HSFT [42] injected faults in the source code. Fault injection is also widely used to check whether file systems can handle certain type of data corruptions [21, 23, 38, 48]. For instance, Bairavasundaram et al. [10] used context aware fault injections to find disk errors in virtual memory systems. Zhang et al. [48] conducted a comprehensive reliability case study of local file systems to analyze both on-disk and in-memory data integrity in Sun’s ZFS. Their results show that file systems are robust to disk corruption but less resilient to memory corruptions. Cords [23] exposed data losses, block corruptions, and unavailability problems commonly exist in distributed file systems. Cords also indicated that modern distributed file systems are not equipped to effectively use redundancy across replicas to recover from local file system faults. In contrast, our work focuses on detecting potential data corruption hang bugs before they are triggered by the data corruption faults. We only rely on static code analysis, which can be easily applied to different cloud server systems. We believe our work is complementary to the fault injection.
based approaches which can be used to validate our candidate bugs and further reduce false positives.

**Functional bug detection:** Apart from performance bugs, recent works have also been done to detect functional bugs. pSBE [45] conducted concolic execution to detect functional bugs and generate test cases for those bugs. Kollenda et al. [32] detected the crash bugs by identifying the crash-resistant primitives via system calls on Linux, Windows API functions, and exception handlers. In contrast, our work focuses on detecting performance bugs, which requires the bug detection system to focus on different aspects of the program such as loop exit checking.

**Software testing:** DeepXplore [37] is a whitebox framework to test deep learning systems. DeepXplore takes unlabeled test inputs as seeds in DNN systems. It uses gradient ascent to modify the input to maximize chance of finding rare corner cases. Fex [35] is a software system evaluator, which collects a set of reused scripts to develop a matured evaluation framework. Fex addressed the limitation of rigid, simplistic and inconsistent in large system testing. Elia et al. [20] designed an interoperability certification model, which facilitates testing interoperability among different web applications. Our work is complementary to those software testing tools. Our tool can identify potential buggy functions with infinite loops, which can guide the test case generation to further test our detection results.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented DScope, a new data corruption hang bug detection tool for cloud server systems. DScope combines candidate bug discovery and false positive pattern filtering to detect software hang bugs that are related to data corruptions. DScope is fully automatic without requiring any user input or pre-defined rules. We have implemented a prototype of DScope and evaluated it over 9 commonly used cloud server systems. DScope successfully detects 42 true corruption hang bugs (29 of them are new bugs) while existing bug detection tools can only detect very few of them (2 by Findbugs and 1 by Infer).
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